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Hellfire Corner—the secret war tunnels of Dover Castle

Beneath Dover Castle, one of England's best-loved landmarks, a secret underground world has been hidden for forty years. English Heritage has opened a major new exhibition, revealing what was once one of the nation's largest underground military HQs.

The white cliffs of Dover look down over the peaceful waters of the English Channel. But only fifty years ago they witnessed the outbreak of the Second World War, Dunkirk and the Battle of Britain. Between 1939 and 1945, the cliffs beneath Dover's great medieval castle were home to staff from the three British forces, the Royal Navy, the army and the RAF, working to defend the English coast from a German invasion. It was fear of invasion from another quarter, however, which started the history of the underground tunnels in which they lived, carved into the chalk by generations of military engineers.

During the Napoleonic wars between 1793 and 1815, the English fortified Dover against possible French invasion. The Western Heights were crowned with the largest fortification built in Britain during these wars. Gun batteries were constructed around the harbour and the castle defences were strengthened and modernised. Every effort was made to defend the castle, and the shore immediately below it.

To supplement existing low-level batteries and to bring extra guns to bear on the beach east of the harbour, military engineers drove a series of seven tunnels, or casemates, from the cliff face below Dover Castle. Guns could be mounted in the mouths of these tunnels, and ventilation shafts built up from their rear to the cliff top to disperse smoke from the firing.

Passages linked the casemates and a sloping ramp was built from the underground chambers up to the castle. Guns, ammunition and stores were manhauled down the ramp for the gunners who could live in the tunnels with their weapons. A double spiral staircase linked them with the centre of the castle above.

The larger tunnels were brick-lined, not only for comfort but also for added protection against the shock of gunfire. The smaller tunnels and less important areas remained as unlined natural chalk, now bearing evidence of the pick marks of miners and the graffiti of soldiers and sailors of the 19th century.

Although it is not so far known if any guns were mounted here the passages and casemates were kept in working order during the 19th century. Well before the end of that century the tunnels became less important as gun positions, but their secure location, deep inside the cliffs, made them ideal for a new and more important role in the 20th century—an underground military headquarters.

During the First World War part of the tunnels were used as offices and stores, but at the outbreak of the Second World War they really came into their own.

In September, 1939, Dover Castle was once again a hive of activity. Royal Navy destroyers and patrol boats were based in the harbour, defending the Straits of Dover from enemy warships and ensuring the safe transfer of men and supplies between English and French ports. Naval headquarters were established in the underground tunnels by Vice-Admiral Bertram Ramsey.

Here, nearly 200 feet below ground, secure against air attack, Ramsey's staff created an operations' room and offices in the easternmost casemate. Desks, chairs, telephones, teleprinters, typewriters, chart chocks and map boards were all installed.

The army's Coast Artillery were housed in the casemate next to the navy. They were responsible for directing the gun batteries protecting Dover and other harbours and vulnerable beaches along the Channel coast of Kent and part of east Sussex. By 1941, over 4,000 coast artillery troops were controlled from this casemate.

In the next casemate, 24 men from the Post Office maintained the equipment for all the telephone circuits for the combined operations centre. Other tunnels were used for accommodation and in a short spur tunnel was an emergency generator.

These tunnels were behind the master-minding of the evacuation of a third of a million British and French troops from Dunkirk in late May and early June, 1940, and the Battle of Britain fought overhead in August and September, 1940.

Dover harbour and town were only three minutes flying time from enemy aircraft and within range of German coastal guns. By the end of the war nearly 2,000 civilians had been killed and 900 properties destroyed. Convoys were also dogged by incessant attack, earning this area of coastal Kent the name Hellfire Corner.

For over four years Dover was Britain's premier fortress, with many famous visitors including, on several occasions, the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill. In 1942 the Royal Engineers extended the Command Centre for a hospital, dormitories and a kitchen.

There is also evidence that extra levels were added to the old Napoleonic casemates, and this extended network of tunnels was a vital part of Britain's defences until victory was achieved.

English Heritage is now able to present this important chapter of British history to the public, for the first time since one of the country's best kept secrets came off the Top Secret list.

A project team has been working round the clock piecing together the history of the tunnels, co-ordinating their conservation and restoration, and the production of a film as part of the presentation of the complex.

The exhibition of the Hellfire Corner Complex, as it is called, aims to present the tunnels very much as they are now, with well-informed and experienced
Guides to help visitors get the most out of their visit and create an accurate portrayal of what it was like to live and work in the tunnel. A former member of the Royal Engineers who was based at Dover during the Second World War has revealed that the underground complex was at one stage going to have up to six levels: Anconie, Bastion, Casemate, Dumply, Esplanade and Foundation — ABDCEF. Anconie was the top level built to house the hospital. A second floor (Bastion) slightly above and to the rear of the Casemate Tunnels already being used by the navy, was partly built, intending to house a combined HQ. Subsidence prevented the completion of this work, which was then transferred to a lower level, forming the area known as Dumply. Even more ambitious plans for the further levels (Esplanade and Foundation) were never actually completed. Initially only one of these levels is open to visitors — Casemate. Groups of up to 20 people will be escorted around the tunnel by trained guides, after seeing a film in one of two cinemas near the entrance. The route, presented without extensive reconstruction, will have many highlights along the way, including the operations room. The tour ends on the Casemate Level Balcony, cut out of the cliffs and overlooking the harbour and the channel. Fixed binoculars are available for looking out from the balcony to France, as Ramsay and Churchill did 50 years ago.

A short guide to Hellfire Corner is available, priced 25p, from the bookshop at Dover Castle.

Ration Book Recipes
Some Food Facts 1939-1954
Gill Cochrane

The demands and restrictions of rationing during these 'austerity years' during and after the Second World War are still vivid memories for many people. This book is a vivid summary of the facts about food and rationing, with noteworthy recipes and many illustrations from contemporary sources. There is a special section for teachers, presenting ideas for classroom projects and experiments together with suggestions for further reading. 38 pages, card covers, A4 size. 1990. ISBN 1-85074-288-X
Price: £3.50

See General Books in our Resources Catalogue

The exhibition was not designed with school children particularly in mind. Its appeal is equally — but differently — to the general public, often inspired by a specific problem of their own, to poly students, and to the staffs of local authority housing departments and housing associations. But the reactions of small children concentrate the mind wonderfully, and they help us keep things simple and cut out builders' and architects' mumbo jumbo, to the benefit of all.

'Houses and Homes' does all the right abstract things. It stimulates children to question, observe, identify, hypothesise, record. It provides ample scope for the cross curricular approach; a topic like 'materials' can be related to Science, Maths, and CDT. We are currently working on a series of new 'Project Packs' on exactly those lines, enabling the exhibition to be more firmly locked into the requirements of the National Curriculum. But in the end teachers agree, it all works because children love it — meeting the boring beetles, standing on a roof, keeping grumpy warm, drawing air bricks, and, yes, there is the ghost dancing to a disco beat.

John Waller
Assistant Director
The Building Conservation Trust

Houses and Homes is a permanent exhibition situated in a wing of Hampton Court Palace, but run separately by the Building Conservation Trust, an independent educational charity. Opening hours: 9.30-5.30 Monday-Friday.

Guide and Worksheets cost £2.50 including post and packing, and come with a complimentary ticket.

Admission fees for parties is £5.00 per child, with all adults free.

To get the Houses and Homes Teachers' Guide and Pupil Worksheets, please phone Pippa Burnester on 081-943 2277 or write to her at:
The Building Conservation Trust
Apartment 39
Hampton Court Palace
East Molesey
Surrey
KT8 9BS